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PLOT GROW SHARE
Building resilience to Covid-19 and other crises 
through urban farming



 She has now been the head of the City Farm Network project for ten years. 
When she started, she had a dream that urban farming would become a part of urban 
people’s daily lives: a bit like gardening; something to do every morning, before going 
to work, or harvesting something to cook for dinner.

Ten years later, the picture of urban farming has not completely followed her 
dream but, on the way there, she has found an angle that allows for possibilities. She 
has found that nice and strong relationships between communities and within her 

network can be created and strengthened through urban farming. People share 
knowledge, produce, plants and help each other out – and not 
only on urban farming issues. Her experience with urban
farming has helped her find the hopeful side of the city.

When Varangkanang or Pui started to work on urban farming issues, 
she set herself one challenge:

“To drive sustainability in the city through 
urban farming and to push urban farming 
to be recognised by urban people.”

An urban farm demonstration at the City Farm and Sustainable agriculture foundation o�ce
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 In that situation, communities didn’t have the time to set 
up the necessary factors to ensure they could grow food.

 The City Farm Network therefore linked communities to their network who 
already had the necessary elements to produce food, which included: good quality of 
soil from the Kanchanaburi province, compost in urban areas, and organic seeds from 
the Ubonratchathani province. They prepared the background knowledge that commu-
nities and participants could read and learn about creating an edible garden. The 
information was jointly compiled by Chookeit Koman, an experienced urban farmer, 
and the team at Openspace. The information served to prepare them to 
participate in the project, both before and during the design of 
their edible garden project. The information was released in four 
stages, each with a different focus and objective.

 During the Covid-19 crisis, the City Farm Network started a donation project 
called Share Food, Share to Live (Pun R-Han Pun Cheewit in Thai) to support those in 
their network who were affected by Covid-19. That included farmers who couldn’t sell 
their produce because the markets shut down, and communities that couldn’t reach 
food sources because of lockdown. The City Farm Network called for money donations 
to buy produce from farmers and give it to vulnerable people and communities.

While they were handing out 
donations, they found out that the 
community they had previously 
worked with in a previous land 
sharing project did not need the 
donation, as they could already 
produce their food and support 
the members of their community. 
So it made them wonder: 

How can they create 
food areas in a short 
timeframe, when
dealing with urgent 
situations?

How ‘Plot Grow Share’ relieved society

Share Food, Share to Live (Pun R-Han Pun Cheewit) food donation activity

          Covid-19 exposed so many social 
issues. One of the main issues relates to 
people’s ability to earn a living. In times 
of crisis, there is a direct effect on 
people’s finances: some lose part of their 
income, some lose their jobs.
It doesn’t only affect poor 
people, but everyone, which 
increases the competition to survive, and 
forces people to spend money very 
carefully.

During the lockdown, food 
became completely
inaccessible to many people.

          In urban areas, waste manage-
ment also became problematic. As 
people had to socially isolate and could 
not reach other sources of food, food 
delivery businesses rose in popularity, 
producing a huge amount of waste due 
to single use utensils, containers and 
plastic bags.

The Covid-19
health crisis and
the ensuing food crisis
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 The City Farm Network then had an open call for interested people. These 
could be vulnerable communities, organisations that support vulnerable people, or 
general interest. The announcement was paired with the information pack to help 
people understand what they had to prepare, what they would receive, crop sugges-
tions and the result they could roughly expect.

 1. Set up a team: They had to prepare a group of people who strive to create 
a food area in their community. To take on this project, each community must have 
about 8-10 people who can work on it.  

 2. Make time: They had to make time and set a clear schedule to take care 
of the edible garden in a continuous and regular manner, in order for the garden to be a 
success.

 3. Find the appropriate space: They had to survey their community to find an 
area that has direct sunlight (either the whole day or half the day), be near a water 
source, be of an appropriate size to feed the community members, be accessible. 
Lastly, the community must have right to use the space for at least one year. The area 
must generally be between 80 and 100 m2 to accommodate the garden.

Physical: A growing plot of 100 m2 produces about 500-800 kg of produce that can 
feed between 42 and 67 people.

Social: Create links between community members and the wider network to work and 
go through this crisis together.

1. Agricultural equipment: hoes,
    spades, seedling trays,
    and watering cans
2. Compost and manure
3. 60 bags of organic seeds
4. Soil
5. Logistics

Ask for awakened

What they had to prepare beforehand

What they received

Seasonal plant suggestion

Expected results
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The following information package ....

“Episode One: Prepare the 
Plots, Prepare to Grow”, 
contains information about 
how to prepare the plots: 
from how to plan the area to 
preparing the soil and 
seedlings. 

 “Episode Two: Growing 
Factors” focuses on how to 
prepare good soil, prepare 
the tools necessary – like 
gloves, shoes and spades – 
and save seeds for the next 
round of crops.

“Episode Three: Plant 
Diseases; Insects, Care And 
Protection” deals with plant 
care and troubleshooting the 
edible garden. 

Site survey for a new community food area with the Plot Grow Share team

A knowledge management board in one community where they did the Plot Grow Share rooftop farm
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First crop and vegetable growing workshops in various communities

They’ve got the plot; now let’s plant!!

The City Farm Network did not prepare everything for the participants. Each community 
had to prepare their plot by themselves. The City Farm Network set up programs to train 
them on designing and planning for the plot, on how to use the equipment and seeds 
and how to produce the elements necessary to grow food by themselves. 

Let them plant ...
Communities started designing the plots, seedlings, and observing their produce, 
following the information in the knowledge pack. The City Farm Network followed up 
through online and offline channels.

In five months, these communities had their own food areas. During the third Covid-19 
outbreak in Thailand, these communities did not call for any donations. Some could 
even produce food for their neighbouring communities.  

The Plot Grow Share program did not only create food areas;
it also created lively areas, strengthened community relations 
and generated some healthy land.

First crop of chinese kale from Plot Grow Share project
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